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Abstract 
The problem of recognizing decomposability of partially defined Boolean functions is 
considered. The results include polynomial time algorithms for certain important types of 
decomposition, as well as NP-completeness proofs for more complex structures. 
1. Introduction 
A typical mathematical problem frequently arising in numerous areas (e.g., artificial 
intelligence, learning theory, game theory, reliability theory, VLSI design, combina- 
torial optimization, etc.) will be stated below, along with a brief indication of its 
particular meaning in some of these areas. 
Given a set of data, represented as a set of binary “true n-vectors” (or “positive 
examples”) and a disjoint set of “false n-vectors” (or “negative examples”), along with 
a family SO, S1, . . . . Sk of subsets of (1,2, . . . ,n}, we have to establish the existence of 
Boolean functions g, h, , . . . , hk, if any, so that g(So, h1 (S,), . . . , hk(Sk)) is true (false) in 
every given true (false) vector. 
For instance, in the specific case of artificial intelligence, the given vectors represent 
positive and negative examples, while their components correspond to attributes. In 
this case, the sets Si represent groups of attributes. The question is whether these 
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interactive groups define new “meta-attributes”, which can completely specify the 
positive or negative character of the examples. This problem of structure identification 
is in fact one form of knowledge acquisition - an important topic in artificial 
intelligence. 
As an illustration, let us assume that the components of the given binary vectors are 
associated with a list of food items, and that the positive and negative xample vectors 
represent observations on the days when a patient had or did not have a headache, 
while the sets Si and SZ, respectively, denote the (possibly overlapping) sets of food 
items containing proteins and carbohydrates; let So represent he set of food items low 
in both proteins and carbohydrates. In order to test the hypothesis that insufficient 
variety in the types of proteins and in the types of carbohydrates during the day leads 
to headaches, we have to establish the existence or absence of a Boolean function 
g(SO, h1 (S,), h2(SZ)) which separates correctly the positive and negative examples. 
In addition to knowledge acqusition, such decompositions can be encountered in 
various applications such as learning theory (where the process of theory formation 
can be greatly enhanced by the knowledge of the underlying structure that holds 
among the relevant attributes [7,17]), game theory (where the sets Si represent 
coalitions of players [lS, 21]), reliability theory (where g(SO, hi (S,), . . . , hk(Sk)) repres- 
ents the decomposition structure of the system under consideration [13, 18, 21]), 
relational databases (where decompositions not only save storage but also speed up 
future queries (see e.g., [lo, IS])), VLSI design (where decompositions can help both 
minimization and testability (see e.g., [6,8,12,16])), combinatorial optimization 
(where the recognition of hierarchical structures is useful in designing efficient algo- 
rithms [14]), etc. 
To formulate the problem precisely, we introduce the notion of a partially dejined 
Boolean function (pdBf), which is defined as a pair of disjoint sets (T,F) of binary 
n-vectors. The set T denotes the set of true vectors (or positive examples) and 
F denotes the set of false vectors (or negative examples). A Boolean function 
f: (0, I>” + (0, l> is called an extension (or a theory) of the pdBf (T, F) if f(x) = 1 for all 
xETandfb)=OforallyEF. 
Evidently, the disjointness of the sets T and F is a necessary and sufficient condition 
for the existence of an extension. It may not be evident, however, to find out whether 
a given pdBf has an extension with a specified ecomposition structure. There is a vast 
literature on the decomposition of completely specified Boolean functions (see 
[1,3,9,19,20]), with particular attention given to the monotone case (see [18]). 
Unfortunately, these results cannot be applied directly to partially defined Boolean 
functions. Typically, a pdBf may have exponentially many different extensions, many 
of which may have exponential sizes. The level of decomposability as well as the 
complexity of its recognition may vary widly for these extensions. 
In this paper we formulate the problem of deciding the existence of an extension with 
a specified ecomposition structure (without the need of a complete description of such 
an extension), and study its computational complexity. We obtain computationally 
efficient algorithms in some cases, and prove NP-completeness in some other cases. 
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2. Main results 
In this section we shall state the main results, leaving the technical details and 
proofs for the following sections. 
Let V= {x1,x2,..., x,} denote the set of Boolean variables (attributes, or compo- 
nents). For a Boolean vector x and for a subset S E V of the variables, let x [S] denote 
the projection of x on S, i.e., the vector restricted to the variables in S. For instance, if 
x = (lOlllOO), y = (OOlOOll), and S = {x2,x3,x5), then x[S] = (Oil), and 
y[S] = (010). To simplify notation, for a Boolean function h depending only on 
variables of S E I/, we write simply h(S) instead of h(x[S]). Furthermore, if S is 
a singleton, say S = {Xj}, and h depends only on S, then we can assume without loss of 
generality that h(S) = Xj. 
Now we are ready to give a precise formulation of our problem. 
Given a pdBf (T,F) and a family of subsets Y = {SilSi E V, i = O,...,k}, the 
decomposability problem is the problem of deciding the existence of an extension f of 
(T, F) for which there exist Boolean functions hI , . . . , hk, and g satisfying the following 
conditions: 
(i) hi depends only on variables in Si, i = 1, . . . , k, 
(ii) g depends on the variables in S,, and on the binary values hi(Si) 
for i = 1, . . , k, (i.e. g: (0, l}lsol + k + (0, l}), 
(iii) f= s(So, h,(S,), h2(&), . . . ,MSk)). 
(1) 
The decomposition (1) associated to the given family of subsets Y will be called 
a scheme. Let us note that SO,S1, . . . , Sk are not assumed to be disjoint, and that it is 
also possible that some of these subsets are equal, e.g. S1 = Sz. To further simplify 
notations, if S, = 8, we omit So from formula (l), i.e., we write f = 
s(h,(S,),h,(S,),...,h,(S,)). 
In these terms, our objective is to find out whether a given pdBf has an extension of 
a given scheme, i.e. whether it has a representation of the type (1). It is also important 
to establish whether this question can be answered in time which is polynomial in 
nandm=(TI+IFI. 
Let us state now the main result of this paper for the case of general extensions. 
Theorem 1. Let (T, F) be a given pdJ3f, n = I VI and m = I TJ + IFI. Then the existence 
of extensions of the following schemes 
(4 f = g(So, hI(S,)), 
04 f = g(h,(S,)> h,W), 
04 f = s(So, h(S,),h,CM and ISol = WNloglogn, loglogm)) 
can be decided in time polynomial in n and m. However, deciding the existence of 
extensions of the schemes 
(4 f = g(So, h,(Si 1, h,GML 
(4 f = g(h~(S~), h2&Ir hA%)) 
are NP-complete problems. 
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Obviously, a scheme of type (b) is a special case of schemes of type (c). Note 
however that there may exist more efficient algorithms for case (b) than for case (c). 
Therefore, in the subsequent sections, we give complete proofs for all of the above 
five cases. 
Let us remark that it may be important and interestig to consider additional 
restrictions on the properties of the functions g and hi (i E { 1, . . . , k}), e.g., one may 
require these functions to be positive, Horn, etc. In particular, if all the functions 
h 1, . . . . hk and g are required to be positive, we shall call the specification (1) a positive 
scheme. A Boolean functionf is called positive (or monotone) if u d w (componentwise) 
always implies f(u) <f(w). S ince positive functions constitute a frequently studied 
case of Boolean functions, we pay special attention to this class. 
Theorem 2. Let (Z’, F) be a given pdBf, n = IV1 and m = 1 TI + IF(. Then the existence 
of extensions of the following positive schemes 
(4 f= g(&, h,(SI)), 
(W f= g(h,(S,), h,(S2)), 
(~)f=~(So,hl(S1),hz(Sz)), 
@If= s(h,(Sl),h,(S,),h,(S,)) 
can be decided in time polynomial in n and m. 
Let us note that, although (c) and (d) include (a) and (b) as special cases, we can get 
more efficient algorithms for the simpler cases. Therefore we give separate proofs for 
all of the above four cases in the second half of this paper. 
3. Basic notations for the general case 
To a given pdBf (T, F) and a given schemef = g (So, hI (S,), . . . , hk (Sk)), we associate 
its structure hypergraph H = (I’, E) defined as follows: 
V=VouV,u~~~uT/k and E=E1uEo, 
where 
Vi={X[Si]JXETUF}, i=O,l,..., k, 
El = {(xC~ol~C~11, .. ..xCW)lx~ T), 
Eo = {(xC~o1>xCS,1, . ..JCWNXEF). 
The hyperedges e = (uo, . . . , uk) E El and e’ = (ub, . . . , vi) E E. will be referred simply 
as true-edges and false-edges, respectively. In pictures, true-edges will be drawn as 
solid lines, and false-edges will be printed as dotted lines. If necessary, the vectors x are 
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indicated besides the corresponding hyperedges. Note that H has at most (k + 1)n 
vertices and exactly M hyperedges, where m = ) TJ + IFJ. 
Example 1. Let us consider the pdBf given in the truth table of Fig. 1, and the scheme 
f= g(SO, h,(S,)), where SO = {x1,x2,x3} and Si = {x4,x5,x6}. The corresponding 
structure hypergraph (which is a graph in this case) is also given in Fig. 1. 
The following proposition characterizing the existence of an extension of a given 
scheme for a given pdBf follows immediately from the definition of scheme and 
structure hypergraph. 
Proposition 1. ApdBf(T,F) has an extensionofschemef= g(&,, h,(S,),...,h,(S,)) if 
and only ifthere are binary assignments hi: Vi + (0, l}, i = 1,2, .., , k, such that no pair 
of true- and false-edges receive the same bit pattern, i.e. if and only if for every pair 
consisting of a true-edge e = (v,,, vl, . . . , vk) E El and afalse-edge e’ = (vb, vi, . . . , vi) E E,,, 
either v0 # v6 or there exists an index i for which hi(vi) # hi( 
For example, the assignment hI : VI -+ (0, 1) indicated in the structure graph H of 
Fig. 1 obviously satisfies the condition in this proposition. Therefore, the pdBf of 
Example 1 has an extension of scheme f = g (S,, hI (S, )). In the subsequent sections, we 
investigate the complexity of finding such assignments hi, i = 1,2, . . . , k, for some 
selected types of schemes. 
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Fig. 1. A pdBf and its structure hypergraph. 
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G hl 
Fig. 2. The conflict graph of the pdBf of Example 1. 
4. Schemef= g(&, h,(S,)) 
To a given pdBf (Z’, F), let us associate its conflict graph G = (V, E) defined by 
v = {X[SJlXE TUF), 
For instance, the conflict graph of the pdBf of Example 1 is shown in Fig. 2. 
Proposition 2. A pdb” (T, F) has an extension ofscheme f = g (SO, hl (S,)) if and only $ 
its conjlict graph G is bipartite. 
Proof. If G = (I”, E) is bipartite, then let A and B be the partition of I/ such that any 
edge in E has one of its vertices in A and the other in B. We can now define hI by 
assigning 0 to all the vertices in A, and assigning 1 to all the vertices in B. Then, by the 
definition of G, there cannot be a pair x E T, y E F of true and false vectors, such that 
the assignments (x[S,,], hI(x[S,])) and b[S,], h,b[S,])) coincide. Therefore, the 
given pdBf has an extension of the required scheme, by Proposition 1. 
Conversely, if the pdBf (T, F) has an extension of scheme f = g (So, hl (S,)), then the 
values of hI must define a bipartition of I/. 0 
Since constructing the graph G and checking its bipartiteness can be done in 
polynomial time, it follows immediately that: 
Proposition 3. Given a pdBf (T, F) the existence of an extension of scheme 
f = g(&, hI (S, )) can be checked in polynomial time. 
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5. Scheme f = Ah W, GW) 
Since no restrictions are imposed on the functions g, hi, and h2 of scheme 
f= g(h,(S,), h,(SJ), the functional form of g can be assumed, without loss of 
generality, to be one of the following three types: 
g = h1 A h2 = hI h2 (conjunction), 
g = hI v h2 (disjunction), 
g = hI k2 v kI h2 (exclusive-or). 
To simplify arguments in the sequel, we study the conditions for the existence of 
extensions of these types separately. We note here that the structure hypergraph 
H = (V,E) of scheme f= g(h,(S,), h,(S,)) is always a bipartite graph, since V is 
partitioned into Vi and V2, and all edges (a, b) satisfy a E Vi and b E V2. 
5.1. Conjunction g = h 1 A hz 
Proposition 4. An extension of type g = hI A h2 exists if and only if the structure 
hypergraph H does not contain the subgraph of Fig. 3, i.e. if and only if H has no four 
vertices a, b,c,d such that a, c E VI, b, d E V2, (a, b),(c, d) E E, and (c, b) E EO. 
Proof. It is immediate from Proposition 1 and the definition of H that this extension 
is possible if and only if Vi and V2 have binary assignments hI and h2 such that 
(a,b)EEI * hi(a) = h,(b) = 1 
and 
(a, b) E E,, + either hI (a) = 0 or h,(b) = 0 or both. 
Therefore, if H has four vertices a, b, c,d such that a, c E VI, b,d E I/, , (a, b), (c,d) E El 
and (c, b) E EO, then (a, b), (c, d) E El imply that hI (c) = h,(b) = 1, which is impossible 
since (c, b) E E,. 
Conversely, if H has no four vertices a, b,c,d such that a, c E V,, b,d E V2, (a,b), 
(c, d) E El and (c, b) E EO, then assign 1 to all vertices incident with edges of El, and 
assign 0 otherwise. Then both T/i and V2 will be partitioned as V1 = Vi u Vy, 
;_; 
:’ 
,..: 
.:’ 
Fig. 3. The forbidden subgraph of Proposition 4 
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Fig. 4. The PdBf of Example 2, and its structure hypergraph. 
V2 = Vi u V; by the assigned values 1 and 0. All the edges in El are incident to 
Vi and Vi only, while all the edges of E0 are incident to at least one vertex in 
Vy u V$. Therefore, the desired extension exists by Proposition 1. q 
Example 2. Consider the pdBf (T, F) and its structure (hyper) graph H of Fig. 4. This 
pdBf does not have an extension of type g = hI A h2, since H contains a subgraph of 
Proposition 4, i.e. vertices @lo), (101) E VI, (lOO),(OlO) E Vz, and edges ((llo), (loo)), 
((101), (010)) E El 3 (uo1),w)) E Eo. 
5.2. Disjunction g = hi v hz 
Proposition 5. An extension of type g = hl v h2 exists if and only if the structure 
hypergraph H does not contain the subgraph of Fig. 5, i.e. if and only if the graph 
H has no four vertices a,b,c,d such that a,cE VI, b,d E V2, (a,b),(c,d)EEo and 
(c,b)EEl. 
K v, 
0 a . .._ . . . . . . . . . “... b /” a..._ . . . . .__.a 
Fig. 5. The forbidden graph of Proposition 5. 
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Proof. Apply an argument dual to the proof of Proposition 4. 0 
The pdBf of Example 2 does not have an extension of this type either, since its 
structure hypergraph H contains the subgraph of Proposition 5, as easily checked. 
5.3. Exclusive-or g = hl i& v iI h2 
Proposition 6. An extension of type g = hl h; v Kl h2 exists if and only if every cycle of 
the structure hypergraph H contains an even number of true-edges (and, since H is 
bipartite, an even number of false-edges). 
Proof. Let us observe now that such an extension exists if and only if there are binary 
assignments h, and h2 to the vertices of Vi and V’,, respectively, satisfying the 
following properties: 
(a, b) E 4 * h(a) Z hdb), 
(2) 
(a, b) E E,, = hi(a) = h,(b). 
If the graph H contains a cycle let us go around this cycle. Since the edges of E0 keep 
the parity of the assignment, while the edges of El change the parity, according to (2), 
the parity has to change as many times as the number of true-edges along the cycle. 
Therefore a contradiction is obtained whenever the cycle contains an odd number of 
true-edges. 
Conversely, if every cycle of H contains an even number of true-edges, then let us 
assign binary values to all the vertices of H according to the rule (2): Pick a vertex and 
set its assignment arbitrarily in every connected component of H, and propagate this 
assignment to all other vertices along the edges in each of the components by applying 
rule (2). Since no cycle with an odd number of true-edges exists, this process does not 
lead to a contradiction, and hence provides a feasible assignment. 0 
In Example 2 above, the graph H does not have a cycle with an odd number of El 
edges. Hence, picking vertices, say (1, 1,l) and (0, 1,l) E Vi from each of the connected 
components of the graph H, and assigning arbitrary binary values to them, e.g., 
hi(1, 1,l) = 1 and hl(O, 1,l) = 0, the assignment can be completed to a feasible one by 
following the edges and applying rule (2). It is easy to see that with these definitions of 
hl and hz 
is an extension of (T, F). 
Proposition 7. Given a pdBf (T, I;), the existence of an extension of scheme 
f = g(h,(S,), h,(S,)) can be checked in polynomial time. 
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Proof. The proof proceeds as follows: 
1. First we construct the structure graph H. 
2. Next we check whether H has a subgraph of four vertices a, b,c,d such that 
a, c E V1, b, d E I/, , (a, b), (c, d) E El and (c, b) E EO. This can be done by assigning 1 to 
every vertex incident with a true-edge, and 0 to every other vertex, and checking the 
false-edges whether each of them is incident with a vertex having a 0 assigned. If yes, 
i.e. if there is no such subgraph in H, then the above assignment is a feasible 
assignment, and we can STOP (see Proposition 4). 
3. If not, then we do the same for the subgraph a, c E I/, , b, d E V2, (a, b), (c, d) E EO 
and (c, b) E El. Analogously to the above, this can be done by assigning 0 to every 
vertex incident with a false-edge, and 1 to every other vertex, and checking the 
true-edges whether each of them is incident with a vertex having a 1 assigned. If yes, 
then we have a feasible assignment, and we can STOP (see Proposition 5). 
4. If neither of the above yield a feasible assignment, hen we check if H has a cycle 
with an odd number of El edges. This can be done by assigning an arbitrary binary 
value to an arbitrarily selected vertex in every connected component of H, and 
propagate this assignment o all other vertices along the edges in each of the 
components by applying rules (2). If no contradiction arises, then we obtained 
a feasible assignment (see Proposition 6). Otherwise, we can conclude that the given 
pdBf has no extension of the required scheme. 
Each of the above steps can obviously be executed in time linear in the number of 
edges in H. 0 
6. Schemef= g&, h(&), U%N 
In this section we show that to decide about the existence of an extension of scheme 
f= g(SO, h,(S,),h,(S,)) is, in general, NP-complete. For this, we shall reduce to our 
problem the so called hypergruph 2-coloring problem, known to be NP-complete (see 
e.g., Cl 11). 
Hypergraph 2-coloring 
Instance: Hypergraph H* = (V*, E*), with Id / = 3 for every A E E*. 
Question: Is H* 2-colorable, i.e. does there exist an assignment c: V* + (0, l} such 
that for every A E E* there exist elements U, v E A with c(u) = 1 and c(v) = O? 
In the reduction the small pdBf (T’, F’) of Fig. 6 will play a key role. The letters 
a, b, . . . , r in this pdBf refer to different Boolean vectors of conformable dimensions. It 
is easy to verify by Proposition 2 that this pdBf (T, F’) has no extension of scheme 
f’ = g’(SO, h1 (S,)). (In the corresponding conflict graph G, the vertices corresponding 
top, q and r form a triangle; hence G is not bipartite.) 
Given a hypergraph H* = (V*, E*), we construct an instance of pdBf (T,F) as 
follows. To every A = (u, v, w> E E*, we shall associate vertices ~4, bd, cd, pd, qd and 
rAr and define true- and false-edges as in Fig. 7. 
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Fig. 6. A small pdBf which has no extension of schemef= g(SO, h,(S,)). 
Fig. 7. Construction of true- and false-edges from a triple A = {u,u, w} E E*. 
Formally, we define the structure hypergraph H = (If0 u VI u V2, E,, u El) by setting 
I/o = u {UA,bA,CA}, VI = tJ {Pd,qd,rd}, vz = v*, 
AsE* A6E* 
El = {(aA,PA,U),(bA,qA,U), (cA,rA~w)id = {% 0, w> E E*}, (3) 
Let finally, (T, F) be a pdBf which has H as its structure hypergraph. (Obviously, using 
IS~ > w-d wi = rb3i v*ii variables, one can construct a binary encoding, 
which associates different binary vectors of length I S2 I to the vertices in V2. Analog- 
ously, using ISol = ISI1 =~log~V,~~=~log~V/,~~=~log3(E*~~ variables, the 
vertices of V. and I/, can also be encoded as different binary strings.) 
We claim that the pdBf(T,I;) has an extension of schemef= g(So, hI (S,), h2(S2)) if 
and only if h2 induces a proper 2-coloring of the hypergraph H*. For, if h2 is not 
defining a proper 2-coloring of H*, then there exists a hyperedge A = (u, u, w) E E* for 
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Fig. 8. The sub-pdBf corresponding to a unicolored triple d = {u, u, w} E E*. 
which h2(u) = h,(u) = h2(w). This implies that the pdBf (Z”,F’), as shown in Fig. 8, 
must have an extension of the schemef= g’(Se, hi (S,)), which is however impossible 
by Proposition 2, as we observed above. 
Conversely, let hz be any binary assignment o the vertices I/* = Vz, defining 
a proper 2-coloring of H*. We show below that this assignment of Vz can be extended 
to T/i proving the existence of an extension of the pdBf (T,F). It follows from 
definitions (3) that for every vertex s E Vi there exists a unique triple A E E* for which 
s E (pd ,. qd, rA >, and there exists a unique vertex t E A, such that (s, t> c e for some 
true-edge e E El. Let us define hi by hi (s) = hz (t). From the assumption that h2 
induces a proper 2-coloring of Vz, it is easy to see that any two hyperedges eE El and 
e’ E EO of H, with en V,, = e’n VO = d, have different pairs of bits assigned by (hi, h2). 
That is, if e = (d, s, t) and e’ = (d, s’, t’), then either hi (s) # hi (s’) or h2 (t) # h2 (t’). By 
Proposition 1, this means that (Z’, I;) has an extension of the desired scheme. 
The arguments above prove that the pdBf (T,F) has an extension of scheme 
f= g(So, h,(S,), h2(SZ)) if and only if the hypergraph H* has a proper 2-coloring. 
Since the decision problem about the existence of an extension of scheme 
f= g(S,-,, hl (S,), h,(S,)) is obviously in NP, it follows that: 
Proposition 8. Deciding if a pdBf (T,F) has an extension of scheme 
f= g(So, h,(Sl), h,(S,)) 
is NP-complete. 
7. Scheme f = gWl 6% ), h2 6% ), h3 6%)) 
By an argument similar to the one in the previous section, i.e. by reducing the 
hypergraph 2-coloring problem to this case, we show that this problem is also 
NP-complete. As in the previous construction, the key in this reduction will be again 
the structure of Fig. 6. 
Let us describe the construction of a structure hypergraph H and the corresponding 
pdBf (T, F) from a given hypergraph H* = ( V *, E*), in which 1 A 1 = 3 holds for every 
edge A E E*. 
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First, we associate to every edge A = {u, 0, w } E E* six new vertices aA, bA , CA, PA, 
qA, and rA, and define 
vl = u {aA,bAJA), v2 = u {pA,qA,f.A}, v3 = v*. (4) 
A E E* AeE* 
The sets of true-edges El and false-edges E0 of the structure hypergraph 
H =(T/,uV2uV3,EouE1)are thengiven by 
El = {(ad, PA, U), @‘A, qA, u), (CA, rA, w)lA = (4 0, W} E E*}, 
E,={(aA,qA,w),(bd,rA,~),(cA,Pd,~))lA ={VV’}EE*). 
(51 
Finally, we let a pdBf (T, F) have H as its structure hypergraph. Without any loss 
of generality we may assume that the sets St, S2 and S3 of scheme 
f=g(h,(S,),h,(S,),h,(S,)) are disjoint and that IS11 =lS2\ =rlog31E*ll and 
iw = rw v*n since \Vil = lVzl =3/E*] and lVJl = lV*I, and thus all of the 
vertices can be encoded as distinct binary vectors of appropriate dimensions. 
We can show again, as in the previous section, that if all the vertices of some 
hyperedge A E E* are assigned the same binary value LX, then no extension of scheme 
f = g(a, h,(S,), h3(S3)) exists. This implies that, in any extension of (T, F) of scheme 
f= g(h,(S,), h2(S2), h3(S3)), the function h3 must induce a proper 2-coloring of the 
hypergraph H *. 
On the other hand, if h3 defines a 2-coloring for H*, then, by setting 
h,(d) = h,(s) = h3(t) for all (d,s, t) E El, we can define hl and h2 uniquely on T/r and 
V2. For illustration, consider the example in Fig. 9. 
In view of the definition of hl and h2 it is not difficult to see now that for every 
true-edge (d, s, t) E El we have (h,(d), h,(s), h3(t)) E ((O,O,O), (1, 1, l)}, but for every 
false-edge (d’, s’, t’) E E0 the vector (h,(d’), h2(s’), h3(t’)) does not belong to 
{(&O, O), (1, 1, l)>, . i.e., no binary triple encodes imultaneously a true-edge and a false- 
edge of H. By Proposition 1, this implies the existence of an extension of scheme 
f= s(h,(Si), h,(Sz), hs(Ss)). 
Consequently, the pdBf (Z’, F) has an extension of scheme f= g(h,(S,), 
h,(S,), h3(S3)) if and only if the hypergraph H* is 2-colorable. Since the decision 
problem about the existence of an extension of this scheme is obviously in NP, we 
have: 
Proposition 9. Deciding if a pdBf (T, F) has an extension of scheme 
f= s(hl(Sl), h,&), h(W) 
is NP-complete. 
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Fig. 9. The part of the constructed structure hypergraph which corresponds to the intersecting triples 
Al = {u,u,w} and A2 = {t,u,u} ofH*. 
8. Tractable cases of scbemef= g(&, II,(&), h,(S,)) 
In this section we present an algorithm that, given a pdBf (T,F), decides the 
existence of an extension of schemef= g(SO, h1 (S, ), h2 (S,)), even though the problem 
was shown to be NP-complete, in general. We also show that if 
l&l = O(loglogm + loglogn), 
where m = lTuF[ and n = I VI, then this algorithm runs in polynomial time. 
Let us introduce the notations T(g) and F(g) for the sets of all true and all false 
vectors of a Boolean function g, respectively. To illustrate the basic idea of the 
algorithm, consider first a simple observation on Boolean functions of two variables: 
Proposition 10. For any Booleanfunction g in two variables, the sets T(g) and F(g) can 
be characterized by quadratic Boolean equations. The number of equationsfor each set is 
not more than 3. 
For example, if g = 3y v xjj (exclusive-or), then the sets 
T(g) = {(O,l),(l,O)) and F(g) = {(O,O),(l, 1)) 
can be characterized by quadratic Boolean equations, e.g. T(g) by Xj = xy = 0, and 
F(g) by Zy = xj = 0. Similar arguments can be applied to any Boolean function in 
two variables. 
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Given a pdBf (Z’,F) and the scheme f= g(&,, h,(S,), h,(S,)), we consider its 
structure hypergraph H = (V, E). By Proposition 1, an extension of scheme 
f= s(S0, h,(S,), MS,)) exists if and only if there are binary assignments hi and hz to 
the vertices of V, and V2 of the structure hypergraph H, respectively, for which 
T,nF, = 8 for every w E Vo, where 
Fw = {@I (4, h,(u)) I (w u> u) E Eo >. 
In other words, for every w E V. there is an extension (i.e. a Boolean function in two 
variables) g,,,(x, y) of pdBf (T,, F,). Therefore, if we introduce the variables 
X, = h,(u) for u E T/r and Y, = h,(v) for u E VZ, and if we fix the function g,,,, then the 
sets T, ( G T(g,)) and F, ( s J’((sw)) can be characterized by the above quadratic - - 
equations. For example, if gw = Xy v xJ, we generate X, Y, = 0, X, Y, = 0 for each 
(w,u, u) E El and 8, Y, = 0, X, 9, = 0 for each (w, u, u) E Eo. We then generate these 
quadratic equations for all w E I/,. 
Although we do not know the functions gw in advance, we can test all possibilities, 
since there are only 2 ‘* = 16 different functions in two variables. 
The following algorithm can be used to conclude whether the pdBf (T,F) has an 
extension in a desired scheme. 
Algorithm G-3 
1. Construct the structure hypergraph H = (V, u VI u V2, E,uE,) for the given 
pdBf (T,F), and associate Boolean variables X, and Y, to all vertices u E V, and 
UE T/z. 
2. For each w E Vo, select a two-variable Boolean function g,,, (there are 16 
possibilities for each w, and thus a total number of 161vol cases). 
3. For each selection of functions g,,,, w E Vo, set up the following system of 
quadratic Boolean equations: 
l For every true-edge (w, u, u) E El add the equations characterizing T(g,) using 
the variables X, and Y,. 
l For every false-edge (w, u, u) E E. add the equations characterizing F (g,,,) using 
the variables X, and Y,. 
Let B = 0 denote the resulting system of quadratic Boolean equations. 
4. If B = 0 has a solution for one of the selections, it shows the existence of an 
extension of the required scheme. Let in this case h,(u) = X, for u E I/, and 
h2 (u) = Y, for u E V2, and STOP. 
If none of the selections yields a consistent equation, then we can conclude that 
the pdBf (T,F) has no extension of the desired scheme. 
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Since the number of equations in each of the systems is not more than 3 1 El = 3m, 
and since a quadratic Boolean equation can be solved in time linear in its size (see [2]), 
the running time of algorithm G-3 is O(m161’01). This proves the following result. 
Proposition 11. Given a pdBf (T, F), the existence of an extension of scheme 
f= g(So, h,(SJ, h2(&)) can be decided in polynomial time, if 1 T/,1 = 
0 (max (log n, log m)), or, in particular, if I So I = O(max (log log n, log log m)). 
9. Positive schemes 
Let us recall that a scheme f= g(SO, h,(S,), . . . ,hk(Sk)) is called positive if 
the functions g, hI, . . . , hk are all required to be positive. We can associate the 
structure hypergraph H = (VOu VI u ... u Vk, E,uE,) to a positive scheme in 
the same manner as to general schemes. However we need to add the following 
directed arcs: 
Ai = {(u, u’)[u, U’ E Vi for which u < u’}, i = 0, 1, . . . , k. 
The resulting hypergraph H+ =(V,uV,u ... uVk, E,uE1,AOuA,u ... uAk) is 
called the augmented structure hypergraph. In illustrations, the directed arcs of H + will 
be indicated by arrows. 
In order to handle positive schemes, we modify Proposition 1, using the well-known 
fact that a pdBf (T, F) has a positive extension of schemef = g (S,) if an only if no pair 
of vectors x E T and y E F satisfy the inequality x[S,] d y[S,]. 
Proposition 12. A pdBf (T, F) has an extension of positive scheme 
f = g&,hl(Sl), . . ..h&N if and only if there are positive binary assignments 
hi:Vi+{O,l}, i=l,..., k (i.e. assignments for which hi(u) < hi(v) holds whenever 
u < v for some u, v E Vi), such that no pair of true- and false-edges (uO, u1 , . . , uk) E El 
and(vO,v1,...,vk)EEOsatisfies(u,,h,(ul),...,hk(uk))~(vg,hl(v1),...,hk(vk)). 
10. Positive schemef= g(&, h,(S,)) 
Given a pdBf (T, F), let us denote by T* and F* the following subsets: 
T* = {XE Tl3y~F satisfyingy[&] 2 XC&,]}, 
(6) 
F* = {y~FI3x~Tsatisfyingy[&,] a~[&]}. 
Proposition 13. A pdBf (T,F) has an extension of positive scheme f = g(SO, h, (S,)) if 
and only tf there is no pair of vectors x E T* and y E F*, such that x[S,] < y[St]. 
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Proof. Assume that there is a pair of vectors, x E T* and y E F*, for which there 
arex’e Tandy’~F such thatx[Sr] <<[S,],x[S,,] <y’[SO] andx’[&] <y[SO] 
(see the corresponding subgraph of the augmented structure hypergraph H+ in 
Fig. 10). Then hr(x[S,]) = 1 must hold, since otherwise, the inequality 
cv’cw? hCv’CsI1)) k whl, hbf~I1)) would follow, disproving the existence of 
a positive extension by Proposition 12. Then, the positivity of hr implies 
II~(J[S,]) = 1. Thus, theinequalityCy[S,], hI~[SI])) 3 (x’[&,], h,(x’[S,]))follows, 
contradicting the existence of a positive extension by Proposition 12. Therefore, if 
(T, F) has the desired extension, there cannot exist such a pair of vectors, thus, proving 
the first half of the statement. 
On the other hand, if there is no such pair of vectors, then let us define hI by 
h,(u) = 
1, if u E VI and 3 x E T* for which x[S,] d u, 
0, otherwise. 
One can verify that the resulting h, satisfies the conditions of Proposition 12. [7 
Example 3. Let us consider the pdBf of Fig. 11. For this pdBf, we obtain 
T* = ((0, 1, LO, l),(O, 1, 1, l,O)} and F* = ((0, l,O, 1, O)}, and the conditions of Prop- 
osition 13 are satisfied. Thus; the desired extension exists. The last column in Fig. 11 
lists the values of hl . 
Y[%l 
4% 1 
Fig. 10. The augmented structure hypergraph If+ used in the proof of Proposition 13. 
SO Sl hl 
I 1 1 0 1 1 I 0 
Fig. 11. The pdBf (T,F) of Example 3. 
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Since the existence of the subgraph of Fig. 10 in the augmented structure hyper- 
graph H+ can be tested in polynomial time, we conclude that: 
Proposition 14. Deciding if a pdBf (T, F) has an extension of positive scheme 
f= g(SO, hI (S,)) can be done in polynomial time. 
11. Positive scheme f = g(hl (S,), h2(S2)) 
Proposition 15. A pdBf(T, F) has an extension ofpositiue scheme f = g(hI (S,), h2 (S,)) 
if and only if its augmented structure hypergraph H + does not contain simultaneously the 
subgraphs shown in Fig. 12. 
Note. Some or all of the vertices within Vi (or within V,) of the subgraphs in Fig. 12 
may coincide. 
Proof of Proposition 15. Let us observe that the existence of the subgraph shown in 
Fig. 12(a) in H+ implies that hI(aI [S,]) = 1, because otherwise (hI(aI [S,]), 
hz(al LM)) G h@,CS,l)> hzhCS,I)) f o 11 ows by the relation a1 [S,] < a3 [S,] and 
by the positivity of h2. Since a1 E T and a3 E F, this contradicts the positivity of g. 
Analogously, hz(aI [S,]) = 1 is implied by a1 [S,] d a2 [S,], and by the positivity of 
hI and g. Since the assignments hI and h2 must distinguish the true vector a1 E Tfrom 
the false vectors a2, a3 E F, and since hl (a2 [S,]) = h2(a3 [S,]) = 1 are already im- 
plied, hI (a3 [S,]) = h2 (a2 [S,]) = 0 must hold. In other words, the existence of the 
subgraph shown in Fig. 12(a) implies the following relations: 
{(hM&l), h2(~C&l))Iu E T) = {(Ll,}, 
(7) 
(a> (b) 
Fig. 12. The forbidden subgraphs of Proposition 15. 
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Note that (hi (a[S1]), h,(a[S2])) # (0,O) for all (I E T follows from the positivity of g, 
as long as F # 8. 
Similarly to the above, if H+ contains the subgraph 12(b), then we have 
{MaCW), M4I&I))I~~F~ = {W% 
03) 
{MCW, h,(aC&l))Ia E T} 2 ((LO),@, 1,). 
However, conditions (7) and (8) are not consistent, and thus a pdBf for which H+ 
contains both subgraphs cannot have an extension of the desired positive scheme. 
To show the converse direction of the statement, let us assume for instance that H+ 
does not contain the subgraph 12(b). Let us then define hi (a) for u E Vi and h2(w) for 
WE I/2, as follows: 
h(o) = 
1, if u[Sl] < v for some UET, 
0, otherwise, 
h,(w) = 
I 
1, if a [S,] < w for some a E T, 
0, otherwise. 
(9) 
With this definition (h, (u[S1]), h2(u[S2])) = (1,1) for all true vectors a E T, and no 
false vector has the same assignment, since otherwise the subgraph 12(b) could be 
found in H+. 
If the subgraph shown in 12(a) is missing from H+, then the analogous assignment 
h (VI = 
0, if B[S,] 3 u for some b E F, 
1, otherwise, 
h,(w) = 
0, if b [S,] > w for some b E F, 
1, otherwise, 
(10) 
for uE T/i and we V2, will work. 0 
Example 4. Let us consider the pdBf (T,F) of Fig. 13, whose augmented structure 
hypergraph is shown in Fig. 14. 
The graph H+ of Fig. 14 does not contain the subgraph 12(b), although it does 
contain the subgraph 12(a) (the vertices (101) and (010) of V1, and (01) and (00) of Vz 
form a degenerate version of the subgraph 12(a)). Therefore, we shall use the assign- 
ment (9). This yields the last three columns of Fig. 13. It is easy to see that these 
functions hl and h2 are both positive, and that g = hl A h2. 
Since checking the existence of the subgraphs of the previous proposition is 
obviously a polynomial procedure, we can conclude: 
Proposition 16. Deciding if a pdBf (T,F) has an extension of positive scheme 
f= g(h, (Si), h2(S2)) can be done in polynomial time. 
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Sl S2 hl h2 9 
01111111 
TlOlOl 11 1 
11001111 
010010 10 
FlOlOOl 00 
11010 100 
Fig. 13. The pdBf (Z’,F) of Example 4. 
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Fig. 14. The augmented structure hypergraph H+ of Example 4. 
12. Positive schemef= g(&, h,(S,), h,(S,)) 
Let us consider the augmented structure hypergraph of a given pdBf (I’,F), and 
associate Boolean variables X, = hr (u) and Y, = h,(v) to u E VI and u E Vz. The 
positivity of hr and hz implies that the following equations must hold: 
X,X,, = 0 Vu,u’ E VI such that u < u’, 
(11) 
Y, 9,. = 0 Vv,v’ E V2 such that v < v’. 
Let us then observe that X, = Y, = 0 is possible for a true edge (w, u, u) E El only if 
no false edge is incident with any of the vertices w’ E V. for which NJ’ > w; otherwise 
g could not be positive. On the other hand, if w E V,, satisfies this condition, these true 
edges (w,u, u) E El are not confused with any false edge, since their V,, segments 
distinguish them properly. Thus, such vertices w E V. do not impose any restriction 
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on the solution. Therefore, (T,F) has an extension of the required positive scheme if 
and only if (T’,F) has one, T’ being obtained from T by the deletion of all the true 
vectors x E T for which no false vector y E F satisfies y [S,] 2 x [S,]. 
Analogously, X, = Y, = 1 is possible for a false edge (w, u, u) E E0 only if no true 
edge is incident with any of the w’ E V0 vertices for which w > w’. Similarly to the 
above argument we can conclude that (T, F) has an extension of this scheme if and 
only if (T, F’) has one, F’ being obtained from F by the deletion of all the false vectors 
y E F for which no true vector x E T’ satisfies y [S,] > x [S,]. 
Obviously, these preprocessing steps can be performed in polynomial time. 
Based on the above reductions, we can now assume that for any true edge 
(w,u, u) E E, there exists a false edge (w’,u’,u’) E E0 with w’ > w, and conversely, for 
any false edge (w’, u’, 0’) E E0 there exists a true edge (w, u, a) E El with w d w’. This 
implies that the following equations must hold: 
- - 
X, Y, = 0 whenever there is a w E I’,, for which (w, u, V) E Ei , 
(12) 
X, Y, = 0 whenever there is a w E V0 for which (w, u, u) E Ee. 
Let us introduce four Boolean variables for every vertex w E VO, denoted by T,, a and 
F,,. for c( E (0, l}, with the meaning that T,,, = 1 holds exactly when there is a true 
edge (w, u, u) E El for which X, = a and Y, = cl, and F,, oL = 1 holds exactly when 
X, = a and Y, = Cc for some false edge (w, u, u) E EO. The positivity of g implies that 
T F,.,, w,oL = = 1 is not feasible for any comparable pair of vertices w, w’ E V0 for 
which w < w’. Thus the following equations must also hold for any solution: 
T,,,F,r,, = 0 for all w, w’ E V0 with w < w’, and for all a E (0, l}. (13) 
Let us observe finally that if (w,u, u) E El, then X, = 0 implies Y, = 1 by (12) and 
thus TwO = 1 follows. Similarly, Y, = 0 implies Twl = 1. Analogously, if (w, u, u) E E,,, 
then X, = 1 implies F,l = 1, and Y, = 1 forces FwO = 1. Summarizing these relations, 
the following equations must hold: 
iii,,,,,X” = 0 and T,l 9, = 0 for (w, u, u) E El, 
(14) 
FwlXu=O and F,,,Y”=O for(w,u,u)EE,,. 
We shall show next that the above system of quadratic Boolean equations (11x14) 
is not only necessary but also sufficient for the existence of the desired positive scheme. 
Proposition 17. A pdBf (T,F) has an extension of positive scheme f = g(&,, h,(S,), 
h,(S,)) if and only if the system of Boolean equations (llH14) has a solution. 
Proof. We have shown above that all the existing extensions of the desired positive 
scheme correspond to feasible solutions of equations (llH14). It is enough now to 
prove that if (llH14) has a solution, then by defining h,(u) = X, and h,(u) = Y, for 
all u E V1 and u E I/, , the list of true vectors (w, hl (u), h2 (u)) for (w, u, u) E El and false 
vectors (w’, hl (u’), h2(u’)) for (w’, u’, u’) E E,, has a positive extension g. In other words, 
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we have to show that for every pair of true edges (w,u, v) E El and false edges 
(w’,u’, u’) E EO the relations w < w’, h1 (a) 6 h,(u), and h,(v) d h2(u’) cannot hold 
simultaneously. 
Let us assume indirectly that there is a pair of true and false edges, (w, u, a) E El and 
(w’, u’, 8’) E EO for which the inequalities 
w < w’, x, < x,,, Y” < Y", (15) 
hold. Since (12) implies that X, + Y, 3 1 for every true edge (w, U, u) E El and that 
X,. + Y,. < 1 for every false edge (w’, a’,~‘) E EO, it follows from (15) that 
X, = X,, = c( and Y, = Y,. = cl for some c1 E (0, l}. Then conditions (14) imply that 
= 1, which together with the relation w’ 3 w lead to a contradiction with 
In contrast to the NP-completeness result of Proposition 8, we get now: 
Proposition 18. Given a pdBf (T,F), the existence of an extension of positive scheme 
f= Oo, h,(S,), h,(U) can be decided in polynomial time. 
Proof. The Boolean equations (11)-(14) are quadratic and contain a polynomial 
number of variables and equations. Since a quadratic Boolean equation is solvable in 
linear time (see [2]), the consistency of the above system is polynomially decid- 
able. 0 
13. Positive schemef= g(k,(&), k2(SZ), k,(S,)) 
Let us consider the structure hypergraph H = ( V1 u Vz u V3, E,, u El) for a given 
pdBf (T, F), and let us introduce the Boolean variables X,, Y, and Z, defined as: 
Y, = h204, VE v2, 
Zw=h3(w), weV3. 
We shall distinguish the following three cases: 
(i) 3(u,u,w)~E~:X,+ Y,+Z,>2, 
(ii) 3(u’, v’, w’) E El : X,. + Y,, + Z,, < 1, 
(iii) ‘J(u,u,w)~E~:X,+Y,+Z,dland~(u’,u’,w’)~E~:X,,+Y,,+Z,,~2. 
Case (i): Let us assume that the inequality X, + Y, + Z, 2 2 holds for a false edge 
(u, u, w) E EO. Without loss of generality we consider the case of X, = Y, = 1. If 
Z, = 1, then T = f$ is implied, otherwise we get a contradiction with the positivity of g. 
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Thus, assuming F # 8 and T # 8, we must have 2, = 0. Furthermore, by the 
positivity of g and h3, we have the following observations: 
l There cannot exist a true edge (u’, u’, w’) E El for which the inequality w > w’ holds. 
l Every vertex w’ E VJ, for which there exists a true edge (u”, u”, w”) E El with 
w’ > w” must have Z,, = 1. 
l To every vertex w’ E V3 for which there is no true edge (u”, v”, w”) E El with 
w’ > w”, we are free to assign Z,, = 0 (i.e. if there is a solution for the problem, then 
by changing to h3 (w’) = 0 for all these vertices w’ E V3, we obtain again a solution). 
We can notice that, by the above observations, every vertex w’ E V3 will be assigned 
a unique binary value Z,. , unless there exists a true edge (u’, u’, w’) E El with w’ < w. 
In the latter case we can conclude that there is no solution with the above assumption. 
Then, since all vertices w E V3 have now binary values assigned, the structure 
hypergraph H+ can be simplified by merging the vertices in V3 with the same binary 
value into one, or equivalently, by aggregating the columns in S3 into one. In this way 
we could reduce our problem to the problem of finding an extension of positive 
schemef = g(SO, hi (S,), h2(S2)), where So consists now only of one variable, and such 
a problem is polynomially decidable by Proposition 18. 
Repeating the above for all possible selections of the false edge (u, v, w) E EO, and 
analogously for the remaining cases X, = Z, = 1 and Y, = Z, = 1, we can decide the 
existence of a solution of type (i) in polynomial time. 
Case (ii): This case can be handled in a dual way to case (i), also in polynomial time. 
Case (iii): It is easy to observe that all solutions of this type must satisfy the 
following equations: 
X,X,. = 0 for all U, U’ E Vi for which u < u’, 
Y, y,, = 0 for all u, u’ E V, for which v 6 u’, (16) 
Z,Z,, = 0 for all w, w’ E V3 for which w < w’, 
X,Y” = 0, Y”Z, = 0, z,x, = 0, for all (u, v, w) E EO , 
(17) 
X,, 9”. = 0, Y”.Z,, = 0, Z,.X,. = 0, for all (u’, u’, w’) E El. 
It is also immediate to observe that any solution of (16) and (17) defines indeed 
a solution. 
Since the system of Boolean equations (16) and (17) is a quadratic system, and since 
2-SAT is solvable in linear time [2], we can conclude that the existence of a solution of 
this case can also be decided in polynomial time. 
In contrast to the NP-completeness result of Proposition 9, we have now 
Proposition 19. Deciding if a pdBf (T,F) has an extension of positive scheme 
f = g(h,(S,), h,(S,), h3(S3)) can be done in polynomial time. 
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Table 1 
Summary of results 
Scheme General Monotone 
extensions extensions 
f= s(So, h(W 
f= s(h(S,), hz&N 
Oh4 O(m'n) 
OW) O(m*n) 
f= dS0, h(Sl), uw) 
O(m161”0’) 
NP-complete 
O(m%) 
f= gVy(S,), hz&), h(h)) NP-complete O(m’n) 
f= 00, h(W, . . . 3 hb%)) @ 2 3) NP-complete 3 
f= s(h,(S,), 9 h(U) (k 3 4) NP-complete ? 
14. Conclusions 
In this paper we studied the decomposability of partially defined Boolean functions. 
In Table 1 we summarize the complexity of the recognition problems of the various 
schemes we considered. 
There are many open problems left for future research, such as the complexity of 
recognizing general scheme decomposability of monotone extensions, or considering 
the decomposability of other types of practically important extensions, e.g. Horn 
extensions, quadratic extensions, etc. 
An even more important algorithmic problem is finding efficiently the subsets 
So,&, ... , Sk of a scheme for which the given partially defined Boolean function has 
a decomposable xtension. For completely specified monotone Boolean functions 
there are efficient algorithms for finding such decompositions (or concluding that the 
given function has none), see e.g. [18]. It would be interesting to generalize those ideas 
for the case of partially defined Boolean functions. 
Let us conclude finally with a positive remark about the decomposability of 
partially defined Boolean functions. A decomposability related complexity measure 
was introduced in [l], and it was shown that completely specified Boolean functions 
with a “small” number of zeros tend to have nontrivial decompositions. Although this 
result is existential and not algorithmic, it suggests that partially defined Boolean 
functions tend to have nontrivially decomposable xtensions, since the set of specified 
false points usually has a much smaller cardinality than 2”. 
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